[Role of psychological correction in the combination treatment of patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease].
To evaluate the efficiency of psychotherapeutic methods on the clinical course of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), quality of life (QL), esophagogastroduodenoscopic findings and 24-hour pH monitoring readings in patients with this condition. Sixty patients with GERD were divided into equal groups according to performed therapy: standard drug treatment or its combination with psychotherapeutic methods. The investigators estimated the degree of esophageal mucosal damage by esophagogastroduodenoscopy, esophageal acidity by 24-hour pH monitoring, and the magnitude of clinical manifestations by the Likert scale and assessed QL by the SF-36 questionnaire. The psychoemotional health component was analyzed using the clinical questionnaire for the identification and evaluation of neurotic states (CQIENS), the Leonhard-Shmichek characterological questionnaire, and the individual typological questionnaire. The patients with GERD were found to have individual personal traits and a definite psychological response. Incorporation of psychotherapeutic methods into the combination therapy was ascertained to have an additional therapeutic effect against the clinical manifestations of GERD, psychological responses in the patients, and QL indicators. There was a direct relationship between the psychological component of QL and the data of the CQIENS questionnaire. The most significant correlation was found between the CQIENS anxiety scores and the psychological component of QL (r = 0.73; p = 0.00004). Correlation analysis in the patients with GERD showed a relationship between the CQIENS anxiety scores and the clinical index (r = -0.68; p = 0.0001). The use of psychotherapeutic methods in addition to standard drug therapy improves both the physical and psychological states in patients with GERD and has some impact on a reduction in the magnitude of clinical symptomatology. This may contribute to the prompter recovery of patients and create prerequisites for improving their QL.